2002 nissan sentra window motor

For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Window Motor part. Quantity Sold. Shop Nissan Sentra Window
Motor. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Part Number: A Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add
to cart. Part Number: RB Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Reviews
Questions, Answers. Feb 18, Got it quick. Fit like a glove. Works great. Will use Carparts again.
John Adams. Purchased on Feb 01, Nov 30, Motor works great! Roger Reynolds. Purchased on
Oct 27, Helpful Automotive Resources. What are the Parts of a Car Door? Car door parts can be
divided into two main categories: the interior parts and the exterior parts. Car Door Exterior.
Thankfully, there is a temporary solution that sometimes works. Quick Fixes for a Stuck Power
Window. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. You need to
choose a vehicle brand that'll be reliable for a long time and you can depend on a genuine
Nissan. Nissan is a dedicated automobile manufacturer known for designing tough and sturdy
cars. A car produced by Nissan can be relied on to embody really superb working machinery.
Nissan is one of the top manufacturers of economy cars and trucks that are both cheap to
operate and green. For automobiles that provide driver control, comfort, and value, consumers
believe in Nissan. When you got a Nissan, you enjoy a spacious interior and get the
craftsmanship that this fine company is known for. On those extended commutes, options that
can provide a better journey for your passengers include installed media players. Nissan Sentra
Window Motors may stop functioning if they get filled with contaminants or just short out. The
Nissan Sentra Window Motor delivers the power needed to lower and lift an automobile's power
windows. The Nissan Sentra Window Motor raises and lowers the window glass on vehicles
with automatic windows. Automatic windows lift and lower because of the force supplied by a
Nissan Sentra Window Motor. They are available for the following Nissan Sentra years: , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00,
99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, This part is also sometimes called Nissan Sentra Window Motors.
The ordering was easy and they had just the part I needed. The delivery was prompt and the
part fit and works. Everything you could ask for. Parts Geek's customer service team is
extremely attentive and they made sure the parts were verified and arrived in a timely fashion.
Very easily one of the best online experiences out there. My first time ordering from company.
Was worried if part would work since it was so much less than other places. Item arrived quickly
and took part to mechanic who installed it and it is working fine. Very pleased with service. Will
recommend to friends. I have ordered previously, however I'm satisfied, but except with the
core that I have to return it on my shipping cost, I think is not fare. Motor worked perfectly.
Product was packaged sufficiently, received by mail in less than a week from ordering, and
performs great. Returning customer for sure! I have not purchased any thing on line before
using Partsgeek because friends had a few negative experiences buyin on line but after my
fourth time with Partsgeek it has being very satisfying. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will
issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. A1 Cardone
Window Motor. Core Price [? Features: As a remanufactured Original Equipment part, this unit
guarantees a perfect vehicle fit. Testing includes loading the motor on a simulated window
fixture to verify speed and strength of the motor Every motor has its internal components
inspected and gauged. Bushings are gauged and re-impregnated with lubricating oil, ball
bearings are replaced with new and armatures are fully tested to ensure insulation Every
remanufactured motor is assembled with the precise amount of lubricant to ensure quiet
operation and long life Every remanufactured motor is fully compatible with the O. Replacement
gears are redesigned with a stronger, less brittle material than O. Show More Show Less.
Features: Brushes are precisely designed to ensure armature and contacts are properly
matched Designed with a stronger, less brittle material than O. Dorman Window Motor. Package
Contents Window Lift Motor. Features: Built to match the original lift motor Manufactured to fit
directly into existing wiring systems. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Provides an easy installation - wiring
harness requires no splicing Tested to ensure proper fit and trouble-free performance. Read
more reviews. Catalog: E. Vehicle Position Nissan Sentra. Catalog: B. Vehicle Nissan Sentra.
Catalog: A. Vehicle Production Range Nissan Sentra. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only.
Vehicle Information:. All orders will be shipped out within 1 business day after payment is
cleared. The freight cost listed in the auction will be for domestic 48 states only. We only ship to

Paypal confirmed address, please make sure that the address is correct before you check out.
We accept Paypal only for the payment, and all orders should be paid through Ebay auction,
please do not pay directly to our Paypal account. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
you can return the item with original packaging back to us for full refund, not any re-stock fee.
The return cost should be paid by seller. K indly contact us for return instruction before returnin
g. If you receive any wrong items, or damage during the transportation or defect items, we will
accept the return and pay the return freight. Please noted that the return cost should be prepaid
by buyer, we will issue the refund of return cost to buyer after inspecting the faulty item. The full
refund or replacement will be available for all faulty items, including the original shipping cost.
All items are brand new and packed by box. The additional packing material will help you
reduce the damage risk a lot during the transportation. Customer satisfaction is our priority
consideration! Customers service center will operate from Monday to Sunday. Warehouse will
operate from Monday to Friday, the pickup is not available at the moment. Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits
your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if
the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is
full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. See details. Item location:. California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international
shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now,
you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to
qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item
Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. One Year Unlimited Mileage Quality Guarantee If you receive any
wrong items, or damage during the transportation or defect items, we will accept the return and
pay the return freight. Terms of Sale 30 Days Free Return and Money Back If you are not
satisfied with your purchase, you can return the item with original packaging back to us for full
refund, not any re-stock fee. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping
method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
automotive repair shops
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be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 25 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Seller's payment instructions We accept Paypal only for the
payment, and all orders should be paid through Ebay auction, please do not pay directly to our
Paypal account. For multiple purchases, please add items to your Ebay shopping cart and pay
once for entire order. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.

Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Rear Passenger Side.

